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British Railways “BPA” Bogie Plate Wagon
Prototype:  these wagons were ‘rebuilt’ from Boplate!E wagons in 1980/81. A total of 80 had new Y25 bogies fitted with air 
brakes. The body remained unchanged except for the Railfreight red livery. They were given the TOPS code “BPA”. 29 were  
transferred by 1984 to Departmental stock as “YNA”. The revenue wagons were used for carrying large plates, usually quite 
long but of varying widths. They also carried pointwork components such as frog units or switches. The YNA wagons also 
carried this sort of load. Despite the provision of rings in the floor, fastening down the load does not seem to have been very 
common.  By 1988 the remaining BPA wagons had been converted to BMA wagons (soon recoded to BNA) . 

References: BR Wagons Vol 1, page 137 (OPC); Rolling Stock Recognition 2,  page 10 (Ian Allan);  Freight Only Vol. 2, 
p.90 (Silver Link)

CONSTRUCTION:   
Floor/sides: Begin by butt jointing the two halves of 
the floor (the arrows on the underside mark the inner 
end), and the centre floor piece together. Do this with 
the 3 pieces upside down. Then join the 3 parts of the 
sides together (the centre stanchion is next to the 
end/headstock on the sprue). Repeat for other side. 
Ensure that side assemblies are straight. Leave floor & 
sides to set, and build the bogies.
Bogies: Alan Gibson or Romford 12mm disc wheels & 
bearings are required for these bogies. 
Fit the bearings and add the wheels by putting one axle 
into a bearing and gently spreading the frames so that 
the other end can be put into its bearing. 
The bearings can be adjusted by moving them in or out to give the best running 
of the wheels. Fit the axleboxes fronts (small “cups”) onto the bearings. Put 
screws through bolsters from the side with 4 pegs, place the bogie on the bolster 
& add the nut. The four “legs”on the bolsters fit on the pads on the floor.
Hornby, or Bachmann Mini couplings can be fitted by adding the adaptor plates 
to the outer set of pegs on the underside of the bogie centre extension and 
attaching the coupling to the adaptor. 
Fit hand-wheels into frame opening (coupling end on both sides – see drawing 
below) and fit brakeshoes. These mount  on the back of the side frames. Use the 
shorter shoes for the centre pairs. Ensure that the middle of the shoe lines up with 
the wheel centre and is clear of the wheel. The outer end cross bars can be fitted if 
the coupling mounting is cut off (when using scale or Kadee couplers etc.
NOTE: due to the main moulding being in one piece it is not possible to have 
locating holes or pegs for the brakeshoes/end crossbars, as the back of the sideframes 
has to be flat, in order to remove the bogie from the mould. 
Body: fit the ends — there is a rib on the back which fits under the floor — with 
equal overhang each side. Fit the two side assemblies to the floor. There are small 
pips on the back of the sides that rest on the top edge of the floor, and the ends of 
the sides should rest against the edge of the ends (i.e. not in between the ends). 
Underframe: remove the solebars carefully from the sprue and fit on the underside of 
the floor — the solebars fit  against the ribs on the floor and outside the vertical ribs on 
the back of the headstocks. Add the two centre trusses (plain sides inwards) between the 
gaps in the floor centre piece & against the ribs on the floor halves. 
Ensure that they are in line with the solebar trusses by checking with a steel rule against the 
vertical part of the the trusses; also make certain that all four are upright. Stand the wagon 
on end & fit the cross angle piece (from the truss sprue) at the bottom of the trusses. 
Repeat for other end. Add the four buffer body extension pieces & the buffer heads. Fit the 
two spacers to the floor (see floor diagram top right) and add the bogies. 
Brake Gear: glue the tank halves together & fit to the underside of the floor behind the 
solebar. The air cylinder fits in the angle formed by the crossbar & the further of the middle 
trusses viewed as the diagram above. Fit distributor to centre of floor between the middle 
trusses. Lever plates (on corner of body sprue) fit behind solebar at the same end of  the 
wagon, i.e. opposite each other.

Painting:  All had white handwheels.  BPA — Railfreight red sides and ends (above headstock) rest of wagon black or track  
colour. Inside: weathered wood, although sides/ends may have been R/f red. Nos. - 965000 - 965079.   Transfers are on 
Modelmaster sheet  4895.  YNA Nos. DC965000 - 29 (not 965026) — Dept. yellow planks of doors and stanchions; Dept. grey 
— curb rail (bottom of side moulding) ends (including all of stanchions). Black — Underframe, headstocks between 
stanchions and bogies. Weathered wood floor; light grey inside of ends, inside and top edge of sides.
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